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Testimony from Stakeholders

Parent Teacher Meeting
Parent meet for S. Y. 2018-19 (Semester-I) was conducted on 
27th July 2018 for parents of T.E and B.E. students, and on 23rd 
October 2018 for parents of S.Y.B.Tech. student. Total 37 parents 
were present. The Head of Department Dr. S. V. Kulkarni 
briefed about various program offered by the department, 
induction program conducted in department was also briefed. 
After the meet, parent interacted with class teachers and batch 
guardians. The program was co-ordinated by Mr. P. K. Mathurkar.

which has given birth to more number of nobel laureates than any other field in all of physical sciences. Credit to Prof. CS 
Garde for recognizing my inquisitiveness, he was the one who pulled me out of my mundane academic routine and 
outmatched my passion for physics, I still look up to him for motivation and share his thoughts about rigorous hard work. 
Before we built our spectrometer from scratch, bottom to top, for our final year project, science was a noun, a subject, a 
collection of facts in a book loaned to me by my professors, read and forgotten. After that experience, science was a verb, a 
thing to do. We saw our hard work materialize and come into living as I remember giving up everything just to build that one 
little thing, but in the process, it gave me friends for life and wisdom to carry forward to the Tata Institute of Fundamental 
Research (TIFR). I would associate TIFR to be the toughest 20 months of my life until now, having come from a mediocre 
optics background to a world class laboratory filled with cut throat competition, and an array of academically blessed 
people spearheaded by Prof. Prabhu and Prof.Gopal. I seemed to inherit their passion and sheer madness for the field of 
Photonics, and I dedicate my grad school journey to them, who treated me just like family. Having been in graduate school 
for more than a couple of years now, it makes me wonder if there was a way to know you’re in the good old days before 
you’ve actually left them, making our journey as PhD students even more worthwhile. I often wonder why I chose to pursue 
such an arduous task of being a physicist when I find myself setting up experiments in the lab on a beautiful Saturday 
morning. having been such an average student my entire life. I guess it took a many years of patience, a lot of hard work, and 
the careful encouragement from some inspirational mentors and kind teachers to get where I am currently and where I could 
eventually land up. To simply put it, every day I try to follow the footsteps of my idol, J. Robert Oppenheimer, and try to be a 
passionate person. The passion that romanticizes work. The passion and romance that leaks into people around. The 
passion that makes you see the magic in the most mundane activities. At the end of grad school if we are successful and 
creative enough, we’ll get a piece of paper saying Doctorate of Philosophy in Physics, but it’s not for that piece of paper that 
we breathe, it’s for the journey that circumvents it. I thrive on convincing myself that there exists a romance in trying out 
new things in life. That one fleeting moment of inspiration, a simple desire to impress someone as trivial as an infatuation 
can turn into a lifelong calling. That being thankful and respectful to that inspiration drives us and keeps us going. Coming 
back to the original intent of this letter, I do not particularly have any advice for budding engineers and scientists of VIIT, 
except that life is painfully short to want to live it cautiously, romanticize about something.             
 Prathmesh Deshmukh,    New York City, NY.

Dear readers,
I cannot pinpoint the exact moment I decided to do science, but I vividly remember why I chose to do 
this. I wish I could say it was for some big humanitarian purpose or for the betterment of our society. I 
wish I could claim it wasn't done for a simple desire of having the object of my infatuation notice me 
and talk to me. But for the teenaged me, that was sufficient motivation to pick up my physics book and 
study hard and score well. This exercise had an unexpected outcome in the form of inciting a genuine 
interest and aptitude towards the subject, albeit failing miserably in  its  original intent. I realized  I 
loved  to  read  and understand books written by Maxwell, Fourier, Dirac and Feynman, and was 
humbled to be in their presence through their writings. I was  fascinated by the  study of  light, Optics, 
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PLC Training

Mrs. Vijaya N. Aher have completed Industrial Training in Digitronics from 24/12/2018 to 29/12/2018.
During this period obtained practical training related to :
Electronics components identification and marking, PCB par number system and store's activities, Mechanical 
Assembly and wiring techniques, Testing department activities and techniques, Basic introduction to SMPS, 
SMD soldering and de-soldering.
 Mr.K. J. Raut Secured Gold Medal Certificate with a score of 90% in NPTEL Course on Hardware Modeling 
using Verilog.
Mrs. R. G. Purandare and Mrs. A. K. Ratnaparkhi attended Industrial Training at Digitronics in December 
2018. In the period of 5 days we visited various departments like design, research and development, testing and 
equipment and stores. The heads of respective departments explained the processes and procedures followed by 
respective departments. We were shown defense related UPS equipments and the rigoruous testing procedure 
that they undergo.T he training program provided a good platform for technical enhancement.
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Mr. Nilesh M. Bhoj, Sr. Techincal Assistant have completed training 
in Programmable Logic Controller  (PLC)  in Industrial Training 
Institute, Aundh, from 24th December 2018 to 29th December 2018. 
During this period got training related to :                                        
1) Architecture of PLC
2) Timers
3) Counters
4) Representation of Ladder Diagram. 

.

The main objective of this exhibition was to help individuals to acquire basic awareness and sensitivity 

Prof. Dr. Y. H. Dandawate : (1) Delivered lecture in Syllabus detailing FDP on "Video Processing" organised 
by SPPU and D. Y. Patil Institute of Engg. and Tech., Akurdi, Pune on June 2018., (2) Guest lecture on 
"Research" at D. Y. Patil Institute of Engg. and Tech., Pimpri, Pune., (3) Guest lecture on "Video Processing" at 
AIISSMS, IOIT, Pune on Septemeber 2018., (4) Guest lecture on "Video Processing" at Modern College of 
Engg. Pune on October 2108., (5) Delivered lecture  Syllabus detailing FDP on "Machine Learning" organised 
by SPPU and VIIT, Pune on December 2018.
Prof.A.V.Chitre: Conducted a lecture series for M.Tech. students at COEP on Mathematics for Digital 
Systems.

th
Prof. K. J. Raut : (1) Delivered Lecture on "SPICE Modeling and Simulation" at MIT-WPU, Pune on 17  Sept. 
2018., (2) Delivered Lecture in FDP on Syllabus Detailing for "VLSI Design and Technology" at PCCOER, 
Pune on 11th July 2018. 

towards the environment and related problems. 
Issues addressed : E-Wast, Air Pollution, 
Water Pollution, Noise Pollution, Solid Waste. 

st This Exhibition was conducted on 21 Nov. 2018  
in college premises. S. Y. B. Tech. students have 
exhibited posters on environmental issues. 
This activity was co-ordinated by Mrs. Minal S. 
Deshmukh. 

Environmental Awareness Exhibition

Faculty Training

Invited Talks

Solid waste potsSolid waste pots
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Workshop
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Information and Communication Technology

also created a great impact on the creation and distribution of knowledge content around the world. In today's era, people 
who are less familiar with digital culture are increasingly at a disadvantage. Digital literacy—the skills of searching for, 
discerning, and producing information, as well as the critical use of new media has thus become an important 
consideration for curriculum frameworks and education. Digital literacy can, and is being built through the incorporation 
of ICT. ICT is defined as a “diverse set of technological tools and resources used to communicate, create, disseminate, 
store, and manage information.”  These technologies include computers, the internet, broadcasting technologies (radio 
and television), and telephones. It is difficult to think of any event in our daily life that is not using Information and 
Communication Technology. Our schools and classrooms are no exceptions. Education is one major sector which is 
undergoing the influence of innovations in ICT. Right from providing online content service, learning to assessment has 
been changed greatly by ICT developments. Students, teachers and every stakeholder in education will be benefitted by 
the integration of ICT in education. ICT is evolving at a very fast pace. Our grandparents grew up in a society with no 
telephone, our parents in a society in which radio and television were sources of information. We live in a world of 
internet. And the new generation in the wireless world. Haddad and Draxler identify at least five levels of technology use 
in education: presentation, demonstration, drill and practice, interaction, and collaboration. Computers and internet can 
be used for all the five levels. ICT can complement, enrich and transform education for the better. Worldwide research has 
shown that ICT can lead to an improved student learning and better teaching methods.
Introducing ICT into education will increase the reach of the institutions, to a larger number of students. Students can 
access information whenever and wherever they want with the use of mobile phones. Online, interactive content enables 
students to learn and to review content on their own pace. Students can repeat any portion of the lectures and exercises 
when needed. Online teaching would facilitate learning without time constrains and it will be much easier to conduct 
assessments and generate reports, since the necessary information doesn't have to be manually handled.
Various devices/technology in ICT includes:
1)  Accessing course materials through remote devices, 2) Online digital repositories for lectures, course materials, and 
digital library, 2)  Online / cloud based academic management systems. 4) Employing the flipped classroom concept that 
includes listening to the lectures at home followed by discussion in the class. 5) Making use of handheld computers, tablet 
computers, audio players, projector devices etc.
The popularty of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) like the NPTEL, Coursera, Khan academy and EDX indicate 
that there is a huge demand for off-the-classroom learning facilities. The major reasons for the extensive use of ICT in 
educational sector are paradigm shift which put more emphasis in interactive learning and emergence of ICT with the 
features to express oneself freely and synchronous interactivity. Also, ICT is used because of its high speed, accuracy, 
versatility and cost involved.ecause of the fact that, ICT in education can help the students to compete in the global 
economy, NAAC and NBA accreditation are encouraging institutions to use ICT tools. These certifications are becoming 
the norms for selecting institutions by students. Though, ICT provides us with so many options of utilizing it, there is also 
growing concern associated with it. Some concerns are listed here.
Digital divide: Digital divide refers to a large difference between groups in a population in the distribution and effective 
use of ICT resources. For example, the internet penetration in urban and rural India is quite different. Although another 
perspective says that, ICT is considered to bridge the gap between subgroups of a population. Hacking: The access to our 
various accounts is through user ids, and these services are provided through internet. Through internet people steal and 
gather security passwords of others, get access to others' accounts. Unauthorized content use: Internet and digital form of 
the data has allowed easy duplication of the content without attributing/acknowledging the source of the content. 
Appropriate attribution needs to be done as an ethical ICT use.
Viruses: Viruses are relatively simple program written by people and designed to cause nuisance or damage to computers 
or their files. Privacy concerns: Internet is also a hub of lot of personal data. It is possible to track individual activities in the 
internet. Such data on user behavior can be misused for the marketing purposes. Health: Internet and social networking 
addiction is a popular and identified side effect of emergence of ICT. Excessive internet usage is also associated with low 
attention problems.
To summarize, enabling ICT in education, creates an easy-to-manage learning environment where the delivery of quality 
information is much smoother and the learning is easier with increase in reach of students.

Engineers are of great importance for human society in addressing and solving global issues, 
such as poverty, safe and clean energy, climate change, clean drinking water, and many more. 
Worldwide, a mammoth number of engineers and technicians are required to solve these 
problems. There is shortage of graduating engineering students and the quality gap between 
engineering education and the skill requirements of market. Information and 
communication technology - ICT has the potential to fundamentally revamp engineering 
education. Institutions and government agencies must design appropriate resource 
allocation policies and students around the world can have egalitarian access to abundant, 
high quality educational content, with the use of ubiquitous nature of Internet. Computer 
technologies  have  phenomenally changed the  ways  people  live,  work and learn. This has 

Dr. Mrs. A. V. Bang
Associate Professor

Disclaimer : The information in the newsletter is true to the best of our knowledge. We are not 
responsible for any discrepancy in the said information. - Editorial Team. 
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Victory Streak

Workshop

Workshop

Faculty Orientation Workshop on "Embedded Systems & 
RTOS (Elective – I)", for B. E. E&TC /
Electronics Revised Syllabus 2015 Course conducted 
jointly by Department of Electronics &
Telecommunication Engineering, Viswakarma Institute of 
Information Technology, Pune and Board of Studies - 
Electronics, Savitribai Phule Pune University on 12th  July 
2018.
Workshop co-ordinated by Dr. S. V. Kulkarni

Faculty Orientation Workshop on "Elective-III - Machine 
Learning / Audio and Video Engineering / PLC and 
Automation”, for B. E. E&TC / Electronics Revised 
Syllabus 2015 Pattern conducted jointly by Department of 
Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering, VIIT, 
Pune and Board of Studies - E&TC, Savitribai Phule Pune 
University on 21st December 2018.
Workshop co-ordinated by Dr.Y.H.Dandawate, 
Dr.T.R.Jadhav and Mr. P. K. Mathurkar.

 Omnik Maurya & Pranav Natekar
 2nd runner ups in the event Microapps                       

                         

VIIT Volleyball Boys team 
won the State Level Volleyball tournament 

organized by MIT ADT University

  Pranav Natekar & Omnik Maurya
       Winner in the event Witrified

Anil Rajpurohit & Prathamesh Mhabdi
 1st runner ups in the event Microapps
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Upcoming Future Technologies

In the current era of technological advancements several fields are witnessing astonishing develpments which 
can have substantial impact on for the coming years and prove to be path breaking inventions. 

.

2. Duel neural networks: Artificial intelligence is very effective at identifying things. As an example it 
identifies a picture and it can tell with uncanny accuracy which ones depict a pedestrian crossing a street. But AI 
is unable to generate images of pedestrians by itself. If it could do that, it would be able to create realistic but 
synthetic pictures depicting pedestrians in various settings, which a self-driving car could use to train itself 
without ever going out on the road. The problem is, creating something entirely new requires imagination—and 
until now it is beyond the capability of AIs. The solution on this was first proposed by Ian Good fellow. The 
approach is known as a generative adversarial network (GAN) which takes two neural networks—the 
simplified mathematical models of the human brain. 

In this article we 
will see two such developments which includes one from genetic science and another from the field of machine 
learning.

 1. Artificial embryo: In a breakthrough that redefines how life can be created, embryologists working at the 
University of Cambridge in the UK have grown realistic looking mouse embryos using only stem cells. The 
major breakthrough is that they needed no cells and no sperms. Cells were plucked from another embryo. The 
researchers placed the cells carefully in a three dimensional scaffold and watched. The cells started 
communicating and lining up into the distinctive bullet shape of a mouse embryo several days old. The powerful 
potential of stem cells is well known to science but the way they could self-organize so beautifully or perfectly 
was really surprising. Magdelena Zernicka - Goetz, who headed the team. This breakthrough is a hint of having 
have mammals born without an egg at all in future. The aim of the team exploring this achievements wants to 
study how the cells of an early embryo begin taking on their specialized roles. The next step, is to make an 
artificial embryo out of human stem cells. The related work is already being pursued at the University of 
Michigan and Rockefeller University. Synthetic human embryos would be a boon to scientists, letting them 
tease apart events early in development. And since such embryos start with easily manipulated stem cells, labs 
will be able to employ a full range of tools, such as gene editing, to investigate them as they grow. Even if the 
achievement is remarkable it also poses some questions on the impact on mankind. Artificial embryos pose 
ethical questions. What if they turn out to be indistinguishable from real embryos? How long can they be grown 
in the lab? These questions will definitely seek answers in future

The first network is called Generator network which is 
programmed to generate set of images from random noise and second network is called discriminator which is 
programmed to identify whether images are fake or real. Generator sends fake image along with real images to 
discriminator. If discriminator identifies correctly that the image if fake the generator gets the penalty and it 
learns from the penalty and generates another image. If discriminator fails to identify fake image it learns from 
its penalty. This process operates with very fast feedback loop till both the networks attain equilibrium state. 
This technique along with the reinforcement learning is considered to the next frontier of Artificial Intelligence.

Some experts believe there's a sense in which GANs are beginning to understand the underlying structure of 
the world they see and hear. And that means AI may gain, along with a sense of imagination, a more 
independent ability to make sense of what it sees in the world. 

So the coming years belong to the progress and research in genetic engineering and advances in machine 
learning where on one side human is trying to understand the genes in greater depth and on the other side he 
is trying to enable machine to think like him.
Fascinating to things to come in future. Be ready!

Mr. A. V. Chitre
Associate Professor
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Toppers

NSS - A Novel Step towards Humanity

Aavishkar : Cultural Commune

S. Y. Topper T. E. Topper B. E. Topper

Snehal Joshi Tharun Kataria

Achievements at Purshottam Karandak 2017 : Name of play: 
"Kondi” 1) Best organized team, 2) Vedant : Skit competition 
Winner
Achievement of Firodiya 2018 : Name of play: "KIBO"   
1) 1st runner-up, 2) Best dance team, 3) Jay Bhalsing - UV 2nd 
prize, 4) Sagar Khandare - Acting Consolation, 5)Tanmay Jakka  -  
6)  Aditya Shevatekar - Direction 2nd prize, 7) Apurva Kulkarni - 
Female singer 2nd  prize  8) Sakshi Dighe - Female Actor 1st  
prize, 9) Shreeya Patil, Shraddha Zade, Dhruvi Sarkale - 
Choreography 1st  prize, 10) Snehal Bamane - Sand Art 1st 
prize,11) Mehatre, Shreyas Joshi - Lights 1st prize.

Barkha Shete

Vishwakarma Institute of Information Technology adopted 
village Jamgoan under Samarth Bharat Abhiyan in January, 
2008. 
Following activities were carried out successfully in Jamgaon 
village : Formulating the school playground, Roads, Well,  
Agricultural activities like measuring pH level of soil and soil 
testing, GIS mapping assembling solar lamps, Tree Plantation  
and Bio-gas survey. NSS-VIIT is one of the very few 
engineering colleges to start such activities.
Blood Donation camp at VIIT. 

Student head from E&TC : Piyush Zanwar, 
Faculty Co-ordinator : Mrs. Gauri Ghule, Mrs. Pallavai 
Deshpande, Mrs. Arachana  Ratnaparkhi and Mrs. Shradha 
Habbu.

 

Guest Lecture
Communication Link design workshop organised 
on 09 Oct 2018 for third year students.
Mr. Aniruddha Kulkarni 
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Publications

Industry Visit

Visit to Gurudatta PCB 
Manufacturing Pvt. Ltd. 
organised on 16th and 
20th October 2018 for 
S . Y. B . Te c h .  s t u d e n t s .
Coordinated by Mr. R. S. Pol 
and Mrs. A. P. Navghane.

Visit to Electronica Mechatronic 
Systems Pvt. Ltd.  organised on  
16th October 2018 for final year 
E & TC students.                       
Coordinated by 
Dr. Mrs. A. V. Bang
Mr. Vishal Ambhore

 .
:

   ,
.

1 Mr.A.V.Chitre, Hybrid Pre-ranked Heuristically Preferential Quality  Metric for Actualization of 
Musical Sensors and Tonal Perception, American Scientific Publication  (Sensor Letter)Accepted.

2 Mr.A.V.Chitre, Performance Evaluation of Classifiers for Identification of Monophonic and 
Polyphonic Indian Classical Instruments in IETE National Journal for Innovation and Research 
Published. 

3 Mr.A.V.Chitre, Real Time ECG Acquisition and FPGA Based QRS Detection at 2018 Fourth UBEA)
International Conference on Computing Communication Control and Automation Published.

4 Mrs.A.K.Ratnparakhi, A Framework for Optimal Attribute Evaluation and Selection in Hesitant 
Fuzzy Environment based on Enhanced Ordered Weighted Entropy Approach for medical dataset" 
Journal of Biomedical Physics and Engineering, Accepted.

5 Dr.Tushar Jadhav, "Volumetric estimation using 3D reconstruction method for grading of fruits"
Multimedia Tools and Applications (2018 https://doi.org/10.1007/s11042-018-6271-3, Pp. 1-22 (SCI 
Indexed)

6 Dr.A.V.Bang, ‘Hardware Implementation of Stereo Vision Algorithms for Depth Estimation Int J.of 
Image Mining, INDERSCIENCE Publishers, Vol 3 No 2, pp. 91-105, 2018. Published .

7 Mr.P.G.Gawande, "Quality Based Effective Fusion Mechanism for Multimodal Biometric System 
using Palmprint, Iris and Fingerprint" IETE National Journal for Innovation and Research Published.

8 Mr.R.S.Pol, Socio Realistic Optimal Path Planning for Indoor Real time Autonomus Mobile Robot 
Navigation". International Journal of Vehicle Autonomous System ( IJVAs) Accepted.

9 Mrs.S.H.Bhagwat, Electromyography {attern classification for Prosthetic Linm by based on Soft 
Computing Strategies International Journal of Advances in Arts, Sciences and Engineering (IJIOAASE
Accepted.

10 Dr.A.V.Bang, 'Development of HMM based Automatic Speech Recognition System for Indian English' 
4th Int. Conf. on Computing, Communication Control and Automation (ICCUBEA 2018) Published.

Credits:-   Staff Incharge : Mrs. Minal S. Deshmukh, Mr. Suraj S. Wakchaure.
Editors:-   Omnik Maurya (T.E.), Keshav (T.E.), Avisha (T.E.), Vishnu Thobbi (S.E.), Mihir Mahajan (S.E.),
                 Swarali Dhongadi (S.E.)                                                                           Website:- www.viit.ac.in


